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Abstract
In this work, ion irradiations in-situ of a transmission electron microscope are performed on singlecrystal germanium specimens with either xenon, krypton, argon, neon or helium. Using analysis of
selected area diffraction patterns and a custom implementation of the Stopping and Range of Ions in
Matter (SRIM) within MATLAB (which allows both the 3D reconstruction of the collision cascades
and the calculation of the density of vacancies) the mechanisms behind amorphization are revealed.
An intriguing finding regarding the threshold displacements per atom (dpa) required for
amorphization results from this study: even though the heavier ions generate more displacements than
lighter ions, it is observed that the threshold dpa for amorphization is lower for the krypton-irradiated
specimens than for the xenon-irradiated ones. The 3D reconstructions of the collision cascades show
that this counter-intuitive observation is the consequence of a heterogeneous amorphization
mechanism. Furthermore, it is also shown that such a heterogeneous process occurs even for helium
ions, which, on average induce only three recoils per ion in the specimen. It is revealed that at
relatively high dpa, the stochastic nature of the collision cascade ensures complete amorphization via
the accumulation of large clusters of defects and even amorphous zones generated by single-heliumion strikes.

1.0

Introduction

Amorphization of silicon during ion irradiation is a matter that has been frequently addressed in the
scientific literature.[1]–[9] One of the main reasons behind the interest in this topic is that silicon, which
has been the primary material used in the semiconductor industry over the past 60 years, is routinely
modified via ion beam processing.[10] However, Germanium is now being considered for future use in
transistor devices mainly due to its higher charge carrier mobility compared to silicon.[11] It also is a
remarkable material for optoelectronics where there is currently a growing interest regarding its ability
to behave as a direct band-gap semiconductor when subjected to strain and heavy doping.[12]
By implanting ions into a semiconductor, its electronic properties can be tuned.[13], [14] However, the
formation of defects during irradiation is a drawback of ion implantation as they may interfere with the
dopants, create extended defects and even lead to amorphization.[15]–[17] Yet, amorphization can also
be beneficial as channelling effects which occur in crystals may result in implantation profiles that are
difficult to predict in crystalline materials. Therefore, ion beam doping is sometimes deliberately
performed on pre-amorphized material to better control the implantation depth of dopants. Typically,
the pre-amorphization step is performed using inert gas or self-ion irradiation.[18], [19]. To compare
the propensity of different ions to induce amorphization, the threshold displacements per atom (dpa) for
amorphization is generally used.[2], [20]. Currently, due to the miniaturisation of transistors it becomes
more and more imperative to precisely control the dpa (and the fluence) for complete amorphization,
the depth of the amorphous material and the presence of isolated amorphous zones, as these features
greatly impact the properties of sub-micron transistors. However, controlling the formation of
amorphous material at the nanoscale requires a greater understanding of the mechanisms responsible
for it.
Whilst ion implantation is one of the principal techniques used to process silicon, the mechanisms which
lead to amorphization are still disputed, and this especially in germanium which has been less studied
over the last decades [1] There are however, key models that are regularly invoked in the literature: the

homogeneous or heterogeneous amorphization models and combinations thereof .[1]–[3], [5], [17],
[21]–[25]
The homogeneous model considers amorphization to occur abruptly when the density of defects reaches
a certain threshold value. Once this threshold is reached, it becomes energetically favourable to be in
an amorphous state rather than in a highly-defective crystalline phase and thus the crystal structure
collapses into its amorphous phase.[17], [21] However, evidence of amorphous pockets within
semiconductors irradiated by heavy ions seems to indicate that the homogeneous model is not applicable
for heavy ion irradiation. It has therefore been proposed that, in such cases, amorphous regions (or
pockets) may form directly as a result of single ion impacts and that complete amorphization then results
from their accumulation.[1], [2] Whilst this model may be appropriate for heavy ions, the lighter the
ion used for irradiation the less likely it is to produce amorphous regions in single impacts. [1], [26] For
this reason, a modified version of the heterogeneous model has been introduced where, instead of an
amorphous region produced directly by a single ion impact, such a region could be the result of the
overlap of damaged regions that result from single ion impacts.[22] The average number of overlaps m
needed to turn a crystalline region into an amorphous region of volume V has been observed to depend
on the mass of the incoming ion.[2], [22]
According to this model, the evolution of the amorphous fraction, fɑ , as a function of the ions per unit
volume dose, D, follows the equation (1) proposed by Gibbons:[2], [22]
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Furthermore, as illustrated by figure 1(a) it has been proposed that an ion may, via a single impact,
produce an amorphous region of volume Vα surrounded by a highly damaged region of volume Vd which
is still crystalline but can become amorphous after m overlaps.[25] In this case the total volume V which
will become amorphous is equal to Vα + Vd where Vd is approximated as being the volume which

becomes amorphous after one overlap (m = 1) and where fa is given by equation (2).[25] (Obviously, if
Vα = 0, equation(2) is equivalent to equation (1)).
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic showing an amorphous volume Vα surrounded by a shell of damaged crystal
of volume Vd.(b) Example showing in the 3D plot representing an inner section (at depth x) of the
germanium specimen , the recoils within Vα due to irradiation with a 300 keV xenon ion beam. The
recoils within Vα are shown in blue and the primary knock-on atoms (PKA) within and outside Vα are
shown in red. The 3D plots is shown after bombardment by 1000 xenon ions and Vα=108 nm3.

As these four models differ, the evolution of the fa during ion irradiation also differs and can be depicted
for a given material by the examples in figure 2 that shows for each model, fa as a function of the
fluence, where in all cases the material is considered amorphous at the same fluence and where the
values of V are similar.

Figure 2. Schematic showing the expected evolution of the amorphous fraction depending on the
proposed models for amorphization and where complete amorphization occurs at the same fluence. For
all models except the homogeneous model the volume V responsible for the build-up of amorphous
material is the same.
In the present work, we have focused on the amorphization of single crystal germanium specimens.
These are irradiated in situ within a transmission electron microscope (TEM) using various inert gases
(helium, neon, argon, krypton and xenon) whilst the evolution of the selected area diffraction pattern
(SADP) is monitored. Via a correlation between the experimental results and equation (2), for each case
V and m are calculated and an implementation of the Monte-Carlo (MC) software Stopping and Range
of Ions in Matter (SRIM) within MATLAB is used to explore the three dimensional collision cascade
morphology and to determine Vα based on the density of vacancies generated during irradiation.[27] As
the energy regime is chosen to allow the ions to pass through the specimens for all irradiations
conditions, the volumes V, Vα and Vd are approximated as cylindrical volumes centred along the ion
direction as in previous work based on the overlap model and this is illustrated in the example in figure

1(b) where the recoils within Vα are indicated by blue data points.[22] (The MatLab script used in this
work to generate the 3D plots and determine the vacancies densities is available upon request).
This work unravels the mechanisms behind amorphization and how the mass of the ions affects it. It
shows that only the heterogeneous model can explain the experimental results presented herein, which,
indicate that a lighter ion can induce amorphization at a lower or similar dpa than a heavier ion. It is
also shown that at a sufficiently high dpa, the stochastic nature of the collision cascades enables helium
ions (which in this work induce on average only 3 recoils) to induce amorphization via an agglomeration
of clusters of defects or even amorphous regions, thus via one of the three heterogeneous mechanisms
described above.
Furthermore, this work provides a robust set of data that allows an estimation of the fluences, the ions
per unit volume (D) or displacement per atom (dpa) for amorphization when irradiation is performed
with ions whose atomic masses range from 4 amu (helium) to 132 amu (xenon).
2.0

Experimental details

Single crystal germanium (111)-oriented TEM samples were mechanically polished and subsequently
thinned to electron transparency by means of a Gatan precision ion polishing system (PIPS).
Thicknesses were determined using the TEM operated in energy-filtered TEM (EFTEM) mode via a
routinely used technique which has been described elsewhere and were found to be in the range of 20–
30 nm.[28] The specimens irradiated with xenon, krypton, argon, neon and helium ions had thicknesses
of 30 nm, 23 nm, 19 nm, 23 nm and 23 nm, respectively.
Samples were irradiated at room temperature with either xenon, krypton, argon, neon or helium ions at
energies chosen such that the range of the ions within the sample are relatively close (except for the
helium irradiation case) equivalent and more importantly such as the range is substantially larger than
the specimen thickness as usually required when using equation 1 or 2 (300, 200, 100, 80 and 70 keV,
respectively)[25], [29]. Furthermore, the average damage rate was the same for all irradiation cases,
corresponding to approximately 4.5×10–4 dpa/s which was chosen as to be low enough to monitor the
amorphization build-up at each irradiation step. The irradiations were performed in situ within a TEM

at the Microscopes and Ion Accelerators for Materials Investigations (MIAMI) facility using the
MIAMI-2 system which comprises a Hitachi H-9500 TEM equipped with a Gatan OneView digital
camera with 16 mega-pixels coupled with a 350 kV ion accelerator. The samples were irradiated at
18.7° from the [111] direction thus avoiding ion beam channelling effects.
The samples were tilted such that the electron beam was incident along the [111] zone axis for SADP
acquisition. The degree of crystallinity was thus monitored at each irradiation step via the SADP. As
electron beams are known to retard or prevent amorphization,[30], [31], the electron beam was not
incident on the sample during ion irradiation steps and the samples were only exposed to it during SADP
acquisition. The condenser lens settings and selected area of the sample were kept constant throughout
each experiment to ensure direct comparability between the SADPs.
The evolution of the amorphous fraction, fɑ, during ion bombardment was measured on the SADP raw
data using the radial density function in the image processing program, ImageJ, to monitor the intensity
of the amorphous rings.[32] At full amorphization (when diffraction spots were no longer visible), the
intensity of the Debye-Scherrer rings (which is directly proportional to the amount of amorphous
material) corresponds to fɑ = 1.[2] After background noise subtraction via the software Origin, the
evolution of fa was then used to determine V and m via fitting with equation (2). The selected area of
the sample was considered to be fully amorphous when no diffraction spots were detectable in the SADP
and the threshold dpa was thus calculated from the amorphization fluence using SRIM.
In order to model the ion-induced atomic collision cascades in 3D, a modified version of the opensource Ion Damage and RAnge in the Geometry Of Nanowires (IDRAGON) code which implements
SRIM within MATLAB has been used.[33] Version 2013 of SRIM was run in the “Detailed calculation
with full damage cascades” for 1 ion at a time using a displacement energy of 21 eV.[34] The collision
cascade calculated by SRIM (in the collision.txt file) was then imported into MATLAB where the
number of recoils was calculated within successive cylindrical volumes of radius rx whose axes were
centred along the ion beam direction. The cylindrical volumes had depth equal to the amorphization
thickness (from 19 to 30 nm depending on the irradiation conditions) and radius rx ranging from 0.1 nm

to a radius large enough to include all the recoils generated by the ion. The 3D scanning of a collision
cascade was performed for 1000 collision cascades using 1000 random seed numbers within SRIM.
The displacement data output files from SRIM provide the displacements per ion as a function of depth
of the target material, thus, allowing the calculation of the dpa for the thickness matching the actual size
of the specimens and at the fluences used during the experiments. To calculate the dpa (via the
displacement data output) and the ratio (Se/Sn) between the electronic energy loss (Se) and the nuclear
energy loss (Sn), SRIM was run for 99999 ions under similar conditions.

3.0

Results

Using the SRIM output data and MATLAB, the recoils generated during the MC calculations can be
plotted in 3D. As all recoils travel within the sample leaving behind a vacant site, each recoil induces
the formation of a vacancy (except for a negligible number of replacement collisions). Consequently,
as the 3D plot gives the position of each recoil, it can also be considered to show where the vacancies
are generated during irradiation. Therefore, in this work the terms recoils and vacancies will be used
interchangeably hereafter. In germanium, the collapse of a crystalline region into an amorphous phase
has been reported by Swanson et al. to occur when the defect density reaches a minimum of 0.02 of the
atomic fraction.[35] When considering that irradiation induces equal number of interstitials and
vacancies (i.e. Frenkel pairs), the minimum vacancy density required must thus correspond to 0.01 of
the atomic fraction. As the germanium atomic density is ≈ 4.42 × 1022 atom.cm-3, for an ion to induce
such density it must generate 0.442 vacancies.nm-3.ion-1 in a given region of the collision cascade, which
can be approximated as 0.442 recoils.nm-3.ion-1.

As shown in the example in figure 1 using the aforementioned MATLAB script, it was possible to locate
in the plot the volume Vα within which the minimum recoil concentration was equal to or greater than
the threshold value, 0.442 recoils.nm-3.ion-1. As summarised in table 1 the formation of such a volume

Vα during irradiation is expected to occur for all cases except for the specimen bombarded with helium
ions. Indeed, with this specimen the threshold value cannot be reached as the total number of recoils
per ions is very low (3 recoils.ion-1).

Ion

Total number of
recoils
(recoils.ion-1)

M

Vα (nm3)

Vd (nm3)

Threshold
dpa

Se/Sn

Fluence at full
amorphization
(ions.cm–2)

Xenon

1595

1

108

700

0.37±0.02

0.63

3.0 × 1013

Krypton

768

1

55

400

0.32±0.02

0.65

4.2 × 1013

Argon

294

1
or
2

9

45(m = 1)
or
78(m = 2)

0.72±0.04

1.03

1.8 × 1014

Neon

147

2

2

38

0.83±0.04

1.51

5.1 × 1014

Helium
3
3
0
0.17
11.3±0.6 40.67
3.5 × 1017
Table 1 Total number of recoils per ion, m, Vd and Vα and the threshold dpa and fluence for
amorphization for the different ions.
During the irradiations, damage accumulation gradually led to amorphization of all the irradiated
specimens at which point the SADPs showed no sign of crystalline material with only Debye-Scherrer
rings detectable as shown in figure 3 for the 300 keV xenon ion irradiation. The SADP of the pristine
germanium is shown in figure 3(a) and during irradiation the partially amorphous character of the
irradiated specimen is revealed by the presence of both rings and spots in figure 3(b) whilst only the
rings remain in figure 3(c), thus, indicating that the sample is fully amorphous.

Figure 3. Evolution of SADPs taken of germanium irradiated with 300 keV xenon at room
temperature: (a) before irradiation the SADP indicates that the specimen is a single
crystal; (b)the germanium is partially amorphous after irradiation with 300 keV xenon ions
to a fluence of 1.3×1013 ions.cm–2 (0.13 dpa); and (c) fully amorphous at a fluence of
3.0×1013 ions.cm–2 (0.37 dpa).

The evolution of the intensity of the amorphous rings for each irradiation is shown in figures 4 (a)-(e),
(The small decrease of the intensity of the amorphous rings at the beginning of some irradiation(s) is
likely due to removal of a thin layer of contamination and/or native oxide). In the figures are also shown
the amorphous fraction fɑ according to a fitting between the experimental results and equation (2). The
experimental results are fitted with the equations via the parameters Vα, Vd, and m, where the values of
Vα were previously determined via the analysis of the 3D plot and where Vα is calculated based on the
theoretical threshold defect fraction for amorphization which, as shown in figure 1, has a value of 0.02.
It is worth stating that in the case of the specimen irradiated by helium ions, whilst the intensity of the
amorphous rings was close to saturation at 1.4 × 1017 ions.cm-2, the SADP continued to exhibit
crystalline spots, (thus crystallites), consequently, the irradiations was performed until amorphous rings
only were detected.

Figure 4. Evolution of the amorphous fraction as a function of fluence during room
temperature irradiation of germanium according to equation (2) (indicated by the
continuous curves) and to the experimental data (indicated by the data points with error
bars) with: (a) 300 keV xenon; (b) 200 keV krypton; (c) 100 keV argon; (d) 80 keV neon;
and (e) 70 keV helium.
The recoil densities were not only determined just for the volume Vα but as a function of the volume for
each irradiation. The fraction of defects corresponding to these recoil densities are shown in figure 5,
(except for the helium case as the overall number of recoils is an order of magnitude lower). As
expected, under these experimental conditions where the ion ranges are relatively close, heavier ions
give the regions with highest vacancy concentrations as their larger collision cross-sections mean that
their mean-free-path between collisions is shorter,[1], [26], producing more recoils as shown in table 1.
These observations illustrate the tendency of heavier ions to more readily induce highly damaged
volumes Vd and amorphous regions Vα.
For each irradiation condition, the dpa at which complete amorphization was observed and the ratio
(Se/Sn) are summarised in table 1. Additionally, also shown in the table are the number of overlapping
cascades, m, required to make Vd amorphous (m = 0 meaning that no overlap is required and thus
amorphization is induced in a single impact) and the volume V of the amorphous regions as determined
by equation 2. As previously reported, V was found to decrease whilst m and Se/Sn were found to increase
with decreasing ion mass.[2], [3], [22]

As shown in table 1, the threshold dpa at which germanium became amorphous also seems to be
associated with the incident ion mass and has a tendency to be lower when the mass of the ion increases.
However, there is an exception in the case of krypton for which the threshold dpa is slightly lower than
that for xenon even though xenon is a much heavier ion than krypton. To verify that this exception
regarding the threshold dpa was not due to a spatial variation of damage induced within the sample
during the irradiation, the dpa was calculated per slice of depth of 1 nm along the thickness of the

sample using SRIM. If a section within the sample is subject to lower accumulation of damage, this
specific section may prevent full amorphization until the necessary fluence is reached and thus result in
a higher dpa threshold. However, when full amorphization was detected via the SADP, the section with
the highest dpa in the krypton-irradiated sample was still lower than that of the xenon-irradiated sample,
thus confirming that the observed lowest dpa threshold was not the result of spatial variation of the
damage within the specimen. However, as the specimen irradiated with xenon was marginally thicker
than the specimen irradiated with krypton ions, the irradiations were repeated under situations where
the sample irradiated with xenon was thinner than that irradiated with krypton resulting in the same
observation regarding the dpa threshold. It might be argue that the difference between the threshold dpa
induced by the two ions is only slight, however, the simple fact that these threshold values are almost
similar is, under these condition unlike what is usually anticipated in the literature, for both
heterogeneous and homogeneous type of amorphization models. For instance, in [21], using
experimental data and the critical damage energy density models (described in details in [17]), the
authors concluded that at RT, the condition for amorphization of both germanium and silicon only
depends in the nuclear energy transmitted to the target material regardless of the mass of the ion. As
heavier ions (such as xenon ions compared to krypton ions) typically transfer more nuclear energy to
the irradiated sample, a lower dpa threshold is thus usually observed.

Figure 5. Fraction of defects as a function of the cylindrical volume centred along the ion beam for
each irradiation condition except for the specimen irradiated by helium ions.

4.0

Discussion

As stated above, complete amorphization was achieved in all the irradiations performed for the current
work and the evolution of the amorphous fraction indicates that a heterogeneous mechanism must be
responsible for the amorphization process. Indeed, as described above and illustrated in figure 2, in a
purely homogeneous mechanism, the fa growth would have been expected to be more abrupt.[2], [3]
However, even with the heaviest ion used here (xenon), a heterogeneous amorphization process based
solely on the accumulation of amorphous pockets was not predicted, as Vd and m ≠ 0. On the other hand,
the presence of amorphous zones Vα induced by single-ion strikes has been identified even when the
irradiation was performed by light ions such as neon (Z=10), thus showing that in most cases, the
amorphization process must be expected to be a complex heterogeneous mechanism where both an
amorphous region and a surrounding highly damaged shell both play a role in the build-up of the
amorphous material.
Revealing the presence of amorphous zones in the collision cascades based on the recoil density
calculations might seems arguable at first as SRIM does not take into account any dynamical effect
which might lead to recombination of point defects, however, as the time scale under which the collapse
of a crystalline region into an amorphous one is orders of magnitude lower than that required for thermal
recombination or defects, the formation volume Vα can be assumed to be a reasonable estimate.[36]
Elsewhere,[1]–[3], [22] it has been observed that for matching average damage rate the efficiency (i.e.
lower dpa threshold and value m, as well as larger values of V) associated with such a heterogeneous
mechanism would increase with the mass of the incoming ions as they induce denser cascades.[2], [3]
Most of these observations are in good agreement with the present work, however, as stated above and
shown in table 1 the dpa threshold for amorphization of the specimen irradiated with xenon ions is not
lower than for the specimen irradiated with krypton ions.

Being close in atomic mass, the nuclear energy transfer between krypton and germanium is more
efficient than between xenon and germanium, leading to higher energy PKAs for a given ion energy.
However, the overall nuclear energy transfer cannot by itself be responsible for the lower dpa threshold
for krypton as the nuclear energy transferable to a germanium atom by a 300 keV xenon ion is higher
than that from a 200 keV krypton ion by a factor of 1.4. The electronic energy loss may, (mainly) via
bond rearrangement lower the final amount of damage caused by the nuclear loss. However, as shown
in table 1 the calculated ratio Se/Sn is larger for the krypton-irradiated sample than for the xenonirradiated one, therefore, in this energy regime the electronic energy can reasonably be dismissed as
responsible for the lower threshold dpa of krypton.
It is interesting to note that as reported previously in the literature, a heterogeneous mechanism would
render invalid a direct proportionality between the number of point defects generated during irradiation
and the rate of amorphization.[26] Indeed, MD simulations have shown that, with a heterogeneous
mechanism, the fraction of defects generated within defect rich regions, (the regions V) were more likely
to survive dynamic annealing and were the ones regulating the amorphization rate regardless of other
point defects which may remain after dynamic annealing.[26] Consequently, it can be concluded that
as the nature of the collision cascade differs from one ion to the other, the fraction of defects which
mainly contribute to amorphization also differs. In other words, for a given ion there is necessarily a
fraction of the atomic displacements that will not participate in amorphization and will therefore
contribute to a rise of the dpa threshold. For light ions (such as neon) which are known to produce dilute
collision cascades,[37] much of the damage will be generated outside the small highly damaged region
which according to equation (2) is responsible for the amorphization build-up and can be approximated
as having on average a volume (VNe= 40 nm3). Whilst this mechanism seems to be justifying why
typically, heavier ions are observed to have a lower dpa threshold, the comparison between xenon and
krypton indicates otherwise as the dpa threshold of krypton is slightly lower than that of xenon.
Yet, the calculated volumes V and Vα for xenon and krypton cannot be responsible for the unexpected
lower dpa threshold of krypton as VXe and Vα-Xe are bigger than VKr and Vα-Kr. To better perceive how
the threshold dpa should compare when irradiation is performed via different ions, it is important to

recall that the threshold dpa takes into account the overall number of displacements when amorphization
has occurred, when in fact, a heterogeneous mechanism amorphization process depends on the
displacements (or recoils) generated inside V. Thus, comparing the ratio of recoils within the volumes
responsible for amorphization (Vα and V) with the overall number of recoils will indicate how the
threshold dpa should compare. Indeed, ions which generate a bigger fraction of displacements outside
the useful volume V should induce more “wasted” displacements and consequently should lead to a
higher dpa threshold.
In figure 6(a), with the exception of the specimen irradiated by helium ions, are shown the fraction of
displacements generated within the volume which becomes amorphous via single impact Vα and where
dynamic annealing is thus disregarded. The figure clearly indicates that whilst there is a trend for heavier
ions to have a greater percentage of their recoils within Vα, there is an exception when comparing the
xenon-irradiated sample with the krypton-irradiated one.
As there are recoils within V which are also involved in the amorphization of germanium via the
overlapping mechanism, the fraction of defects within V has also been calculated and is shown in figure
6 (b). Obviously, in this case the results are qualitative as all defects (or displacements) in the volumes
V do not contribute to the amorphization process. Indeed, some will recombine via dynamic annealing.
Yet, it is still remarkable that the same trend is observed, heavier ions induce a higher proportion of
displacements within the defect cluster V than lighter ions, except, once more in the case of the specimen
irradiated with krypton ions which has the highest proportion of recoils within V.

Figure 6. Percentage of the recoils generated (a) within Vα and within (b) V as a function of the atomic
mass unit in the case of the specimen irradiated by xenon (132 amu) krypton (84 amu) argon (40 amu)
and neon (20 amu) ions. The inverse dpa is also shown (c) as a function of the atomic mass unit. The
ion species indicated in (a) also applies for figures (b) and (c). The lines between the data points are
just to guide the eye.
The resemblance between the evolution of the dpa threshold as a function of the ion mass and the graphs
of the fraction of defects within the volumes responsible for amorphization shown in figures 6(a)-(c) is
indicative of the good agreement between the experimental results and calculated percentage of defects
within Vα and V. They also illustrate that, whilst both xenon and krypton generate relatively dense
cascades under this energy regime where the damage range is equivalent (i.e. about 80 nm in both case),
the nature of their cascades is such that xenon generates a larger proportion of isolated defects compared
with krypton thus resulting in a higher dpa threshold than for krypton. This counter-intuitive result is

another strong indication that highly damaged regions Vd and amorphous region Vα play a major role in
the amorphization process, thus confirming a heterogeneous type of mechanism. Furthermore, it also
shows that the dpa threshold for amorphization is an indicator that should be treated cautiously. Indeed,
a low dpa threshold indicates only that a high proportion of displacements contribute to amorphization
and can thus be misleading. In fact, it is worth noting that whilst the threshold dpa is lower in the
krypton-irradiated specimen, the irradiation via the xenon ion was still able to amorphize the specimen
more readily as amorphization has been achieved with a number of ions per unit volume (D) (i.e. fluence
when amorphization occurred / thickness of the sample) that is 45 % lower under xenon ion irradiation
than under Kr irradiation.
Irradiation with helium ions is often reported to be unable to induce complete amorphization of silicon
and germanium at room temperature.[21] During irradiation by such a light ion most of the damage is
dilute and the production of highly damaged regions of volume V are unlikely.[21], [26] The MC
calculations show that on average a helium ion induces only 3 recoils in the 23 nm thick sample.
However, as it will be shown here, the case of the specimen irradiated with helium is a typical example
of how an average value does not reflect the stochastic nature of the collision cascades and can be
misleading.
The analysis of 1000 cascades revealed that whilst 949 helium ions induced fewer than 10 recoils, 4 of
them generated more than 100 recoils as well as clusters of defects and even amorphous regions whose
volumes Vα can reach 65 nm3 according to the defect density calculation made via the MATLAB code.
The build-up of an amorphous layer via a heterogeneous mechanism can occur even if a few stable
defect clusters are formed every 1000 ions but will necessarily require a higher fluence. Consequently,
for the specimen irradiated by helium ions the stochastic nature of the collision cascades is of utmost
importance as amorphization depends on collisions events which can be considered as rare (only 1
percent of the ions induce more than 50 recoils). It clarifies why amorphization is difficult to observe
and only occurs at a fluence that is orders of magnitude higher than those of the heavier ions.
Furthermore, it also explains why the threshold dpa is high as most of the displacements do not induce

clusters of defects but only point defects, which, in terms of a heterogeneous process can be considered
essentially “useless” displacements for amorphization and thus contribute to a rise of the threshold dpa.
Lastly, equation (2) is used to determine V without taking into account that only a small fraction of the
fluence participates in the heterogeneous process. There is therefore an overestimate of what can be
termed the “effective fluence”, which, can be defined as the fraction of the dose which indeed generates
a volume V of defected material. The calculation of V via the fluence instead of the useful fluence is the
reason why the value of V as calculated by equation (2) is excessively small. Indeed, it gives an average
value of what the volume of V would be if each helium ion were to generate a cluster of defects. This
reasoning can be reasonably extended to the case of silicon, as recent work based on correlation between
equation (2) and the evolution of SADPs during irradiation of silicon by 30 keV helium ions has also
estimated an almost similar excessively small value for the volume V (0.13 nm3).
5.0

Conclusion

By analysing SADPs taken over the course of ion irradiations of germanium, the dpa and the fluence
threshold for amorphization of germanium under medium-energy inert-gas ions of masses ranging from
4 amu to 132 amu have been determined. These experiments should be useful to material scientists
requiring a good estimate of the fluence needed to amorphize or to avoid amorphization of germanium
at room temperature.
Using the correlation between the experimental results with both the equation relative to the overlapping
model and the 3D analysis of the collision cascades, the build-up of amorphous layers was demonstrated
to be the result of the accumulation of highly damaged regions whose core is amorphous. As expected,
the number of overlaps needed for a cluster of defects to become amorphous tended to be higher when
the ions were lighter, and the volume V of the damaged regions was bigger when the ions were heavier.
The unexpected case where the dpa threshold for amorphization was lower for krypton than xenon was
demonstrated to be the result of the ability of a given ion to induce most of the atomic displacements in
the form of highly damaged regions. It was found that there is a correlation between the threshold dpa
for amorphization and the percentage of atomic displacements generated within highly damaged

regions. The role of defect clusters and amorphous pockets in the amorphization process was therefore
confirmed to be crucial, corroborating a heterogeneous amorphization model.
For the specimen irradiated with helium ions, the average characteristics of the cascades indicate that
the production of clusters of defects is a low probability event. However, the probability is not zero and
the stochastic nature of the collision cascades ensures that a small proportion of helium ions can induce
defect clusters and even amorphous regions. Consequently, the relatively high dpa threshold for
amorphization and the small calculated volume V was concluded to be the due to the fact that only a
fraction of fluence defined as the “effective fluence” was contributing to the amorphization mechanism.
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